
     FEATURES     

              

Product name Instant Warmer
Model
Rated voltage
Rated power
Capacity
Packing
Origin
Executive

K113
120V
600W
1.3L
One set
China
FCC and FDA
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No more waiting to warm up bottles!Simply pour the warm water from 
GROWNSY instant warmer into your bottle, scoop the formula and 
shake. Replaces Traditional Baby Bottle Warmers.
Knob Control
35-96°C(95-204.8°F)Temperature control,built in Semiconductor 
sensing probe & External NTC temperature control probe. Set the 
temperature you need.

Boil Function
Just choose Boil Function the instant warmer will work as electric 
kettle be ready to use for tea, oatmeal, coffee, pasta and much more.

Night Light
Choose Night Light Function and lights will on that makes night 
operation more relieved and safer.
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     SPECIFICATIONS

DESCALING
It is recommended to descale the bottle 
warmer every four weeks to ensure it 
continues to work efficiently.
1.Mix 10g citric acid cleaner with 200ml/7oz of cold water to 
descale the instant warmer. Turn on the instant warmer, select the 
“Boil” function then wait for 2-3 minutes after boiling, the descaling 
is completed.

2.Mix 50ml/1.7 oz of white vinegar with 100ml/3.5oz of cold water 
to descale the instant warmer. Switch on the instant warmer, select 
the “Boil” function then wait for 10 minutes after boiling. Leave the 
solution in the instant warmer until all scale has dissolved.

WARNING

*If the machine is out of work, please contact GROWNSY Service Team 
directly and never fix that by yourself.
*Never sterilize this product by microwave.

water

Do not add water above 
the maximum water level 

to prevent scalding

The kettle should only be 
used with the instant warmer 

base

Never touch the instant 
warmer when heating 

water to prevent scalding

Never immerse this product for cleaning When water dry out please turn off the 
power button

Never put noodles,milk or others into this warmer for heating.

ATTENTION

Night Light ON/OFF

Boil Keep Warm
Current ℃

Set ℃
37℃=98.6 ℉   100℃=212℉

PANEL DESCRIPTION

“ON/OFF ” Button: Turn ON/Turn OFF;
“Boil” Button: Boil Water as Electrical Kettle;
“Night Light” Button: Turn on or off the night light on both sides 
                                       of the Knob;
“Keep Warm” Button: Keep warm all day and night until water dry out;
"Knob": Adjust the temperature you need .

OPERATION 
Make sure cleanliness of this instant warmer before use.
Please Sterilize the warmer before use at the first time:  Boil the water 
and pour it out.
Do not add water beyond the maximum level to prevent scalding.

When plug in the power, you will hear "Beep" 
sounds and there is no display on the screen.

1. ON/OFF: Touch the ON/OFF button, light will be on and the 
display shows the current temperature and the set temperature 
(default temperature is 45°C/113 °F).

2. Keep Warm: Touch the “Keep Warm”button, light will be on and 
the appliance will keep water warm at certain teparature. Adjust the 
temperature by turning knob. Adjustable range is 35-96°C
(95-204.8°F). 
If the screen is too bright for you, press for 3 seconds
to enter the off-screen mode. Only the indicator light of the“Keep 
Warm”button is on in this mode.

3. Night light: Turn on or off the night light on both sides of the Knob.

4. Boil: Touch the “boil ”button, light will be on and the instant 
warmer will boil water, After the water is boiled, light goes off and the 
product automatically enters the “Keep Warm” mode. You can set the 
keep warm temperature by turning knob.

During the working process, if you press the "ON/OFF" button, it will 
stop working.

For above functions, if you press the "ON/OFF" button 
during the working process, it will stop working and 
enter the standby mode.

CLEANING
1) Please unplug the power and wait for it to cool down before 
cleaning.

2) Never immerse this product and just wipe it with a rag.

NOTE:
1) Never dry out. 
2) Do not use other types of descalers.
 
If you still see traces of scale after rinsing, repeat the 
descaling procedure.
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It is highly recommended to use purified or 
distilled water to prevent scales.

LED Display
Innovative wide touch screen-live a modern&convenient life

Recommended Room Temperature           15℃~30℃

Recommended humidity                             50%~80%

Note: 
Due to differences in regional atmospheric pressure, the boiling 
point may be lower or higher than 100°C(212°F).

OPERATION 

Keep Children away 
from this product

The lid should not be 
used to lift the kettle to prevent 
the body from falling or being 
scalding.
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    HEARTFELT THANK YOU

For any questions or issues, please email us:

service@grownsyofficial.com

We will go above and beyond to resolve any 
customer issue within 24 hours.

Best Regards,
Randell
Founder of GROWNSY

Thank you so much for purchasing from us and placing your 
trust in our brand.
Grownsy - Parent's best helper.
Grownsy committed to creating modern and thoughtful baby 
products that let parents enjoy the parenthood. We are always 
passionate and devote to making the ideal products that show 
love and care. Customer satisfaction is our first priority. 
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   100℃=212℉

Current ℃

Set ℃

Night Light ON/OFF

Boil Keep Warm

USER MANUAL
INSTANT WARMER

37℃=98.6 ℉   

Or SMS GROWNSY to (833)524-0498

GROWNSY strives for user friendly products for newborn and 
household items.We aim not only to create a product, but also 
an item that is filled with care love from us to our customers.
If you have any issues at all, please contact us directly 
(service@grownsyofficial.com) and we will help you out.

Or SMS GROWNSY to (833)524-0498


